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WELCOME TO TENG TOOLS
At Teng Tools we believe in order and clarity.

That is professionalism at work or pure enjoyment after work.
Some think perfect organisation is tedious. We consider it to be

one of  man’s most basic needs.
Join us – Get organised!

Our Customers
Our customers are found in all fields from large industrial companies and vehicle 
manufacturers to the major names within racing as well as your neighbour in his 
garage. With the help of  our range, which includes close to 3,000 products covering 
tools and storage solutions, we help companies to streamline their operations. 
Good tools are an important part and the organisation of  them is just as important.

EVERLASTING POWER GUARANTEE
Teng Tools products meet – or surpass – the requirements in 
ISO, DIN and other international standards. As extra security, 
our “Everlasting power guarantee” means that all Teng Tools 
products will be replaced or repaired should they break 
during normal usage due to a manufacturing or material fault.

All prices exclude VAT and 
are subject to availability.
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THE

BIKE
GRIPPED TO THE TRAIL!

The terrain is ready. 
Now introduce it to Teng!

Take fun to the next level with the Teng 
Tools Fat Bike.
Bounce down trails, slide across snow, 
traverse through deserts and delve 
into swamps.

Stock no. P-BIKEF
Special Price: £999.95
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THERE’S SOMETHING 
IN THE AIR
Introducing The Brand New Air Tools Range

The brand new range of  Teng Tools air tools has 
been created by our Product Development team 
to combine our expertise in mechanics hand 
tools with the very latest materials together with 
leading production and engineering methods. The 
result is a range of  all the most frequently used 
air tools with products that easily meet or exceed 
the demands of  the market and the specifications 
of  professional workshop and industrial users.

AIR TOOLS

IMPACT WRENCH

COMPACT IMPACT WRENCH

BLOW GUNS

This impact wrench is built from a lightweight but strong aluminium housing. It features 
a twin hammer mechanism for increased torque and reduced vibration, a forward/reverse 
button for one handed operation and an ergonomically designed handle for better grip and 
insulation against vibration and cold air. This impact wrench boasts a high torque action 
with three forward steps plus reverse.

A compact and lightweight wrench designed for easier use 
in confined spaces. It features an extra high torque capacity 
compared to it’s size and weight with a “Jumbo” clutch 
mechanism. It boasts a high torque action with three forward 
steps plus reverse.

Ergonomically designed pistol grip for left or right handed 
use with low effort trigger operation for easier use. Each blow 
gun features a metal thread insert and hanging hole for storage 
when not in use.

Stock no. ARWM12

Bolt capacity mm M16

Free speed rpm 6800

Forward torque (3 steps) Nm 385/530/930

Forward torque (3 steps) ft-lb 285/390/685

Max. reverse torque Nm 950

Max. reverse torque ft-lb 700

Hammer mechanism type Twin Hammer

Min. hose size inch 3/8”

Air inlet inch 1/4”

Air consumption at 100% int. l/min 162

Air consumption at 100% int. cfm 5.3

Length mm 183.1

Weight Kg 2.5

Stock no. ARWM12M

Bolt capacity mm M16

Free speed rpm 8000

Forward torque (3 steps) Nm 285/380/680

Forward torque (3 steps) ft-lb 210/280/501

Max. reverse torque Nm 770

Max. reverse torque ft-lb 568

Hammer mechanism type Jumbo Hammer

Min. hose size inch 3/8”

Air inlet inch 1/4”

Air consumption at 100% int. l/min 121

Air consumption at 100% int. cfm 4.3

Length mm 113

Weight Kg 1.3

Also available as a set!
Stock no. TTDAWM13M

13 Piece 1/2” Drive Mini Impact 
Socket Set with stubby impact sockets.

Stock no. ARB01

Working pressure PSI 80-150

Nozzle length mm 100

Air inlet inch 1/4”

Length mm 212

Weight g 106

TWIN 
HAMMER 

MECHANISM

List Price: £329.00

List Price: £279.00

List Price: £10.90

List Price: £339.00

£229.95

£189.95

£7.95

£199.95
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SOCKET SETS ACCORDING TO TENG

GET 
ORGANISED
WORKSHOP
SOLUTION

TOOLKIT
SOLUTION

A 13 piece socket 
set containing 4mm 
to 13mm regular 6 
point sockets. It also 
includes an FRP ratchet 
& extension bar. Supplied in 
a handy clip box with clip rail 
facility.

A 12 piece socket 
set containing 8mm 
to 19mm regular 6 
point sockets. It also 
includes an FRP ratchet & 
extension bar. Supplied in a 
handy clip box with clip rail 
facility.

A 67 piece tool set that contains 
3/8” drive 8mm to 22mm regular 
6 point sockets. It also includes 
an FRP ratchet & accessories. 
This set is compiled of  8mm to 
19mm combination spanners, 
screwdrivers & pliers. It is supplied in a plastic carrying 
case with latch lid, retractable handle and metal pin 
hinges. The underside of  the case is fitted with rubber 
feet to prevent it from sliding.

A 36 piece socket 
set containing 4mm 
to 13mm regular 6 
point sockets and 
6mm to 13mm 
deep. It includes an FRP ratchet & 
accessories. Supplied in a plastic case 
with snap lock and metal pin hinges.

A 39 piece socket 
set containing 
8mm to 22mm 
regular 6 point 
and 8mm to 
19mm deep 
sockets. It also includes an FRP ratchet 
& accessories. Supplied in a plastic 
carrying case with latch lid, retractable 
handle and metal pin hinges.

A 22 piece 
socket set 
containing 4mm 
to 13mm regular 
6 point sockets. 
It also includes a 60 teeth ratchet & 
accessories. It is stored in a plastic case 
with snap lock & metal pin hinges.

A 34 piece socket 
set containing 
8mm to 19mm 
regular 6 point 
sockets. It also 
includes a 72 teeth 
flexible ratchet & accessories. It is 
stored in a plastic case with snap 
lock & metal pin hinges

A 21 piece socket set 
containing 10mm to 32mm 
regular 12 point sockets. 
It also includes a quick 
release, flip reverse ratchet 
& accessories. It is supplied 
in a plastic carrying case 
with latch lid, retractable handle and 
metal pin hinges. The underside of  
the case is fitted with rubber feet to 
prevent it from sliding.

Stock no. M1413N1

Stock no. M3812N1

Stock no. T3867

Stock no. T1422

Stock no. T3834S

Stock no. T1221

Stock no. T1436

Stock no. T3839

1/4” Drive

3/8” Drive

1/2” Drive Tool Set

List Price: £45.90

List Price: £54.90

List Price: £65.90

List Price: £92.50

List Price: £139.90
List Price: £295.00

List Price: £67.90

List Price: £109.90

£29.95

£36.95

£43.95

£62.95

£94.95
£199.95

£47.95

£74.95
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WORKSHOP SOLUTION
TI

M
E We understand the importance of  time and its direct connection 

to profit. After examining various types of  businesses in the 
manufacturing market we have mapped out the differences, 
similarities and success factors for efficient and cost effective tool 
management. Those factors became the foundation of  our Ready, 
Steady, Go! system.

You will know where every tool is. 
Always. This increases your efficiency 
in each task you meet, which leads to a 
higher production rate. The system brings 
everything into order by arranging your 
workplace into three fundamental zones.EF

FI
C
IE

N
C
Y

READY

STEADY

GO!

The ready zone contains your basic range 
of  tools that you can lean on, but rarely 
use. These can be tools you use once a 
week, once a month or once a year. As 
soon as you need them for your current 
task, move them up to the Steady zone.

The Steady zone contains the range of  
personally selected tools that you use 
every day. It can be in the form of  a tool 
board, a roller cabinet or a similar product. 
It needs to be closely located to your Go 
zone to make the collecting and returning 
of  tools more effective.

The Go zone is where you perform the 
actual work. You need the right space and 
equipment that lets you perform at your 
best. It is vital for tools to be in order 
when you move between work activities, 
because lost tools equals lower production 
rate.

THE

The Teng Tools Tool Storage System provides you with 
a specific place for every tool all clearly laid out – making 
it easier to find and return tools. Fill it with the tool sets 
that you need for your specific workplace and move your 
rarely used tools from the Steady zone and arrange them 
in drawers in the Ready zone.

We offer several options for carrying or transporting tools 
that you can use in the Go zone to become more efficient. 
They let you collect all the items that you need from the 
Ready and Steady zones in one go with everything ready 
for each job. This enables you to do each task more 
quickly without the need to keep going back to find what 
you need.

After moving rarely used tools in to the Ready zone, 
the Steady zone is now clear and ready to use. It only 
contains tools that are used frequently and therefore 
makes it easier to find different tools and equipment.

THE BENEFITS 
AWAIT YOU

PERFORM AT 
YOUR BEST

SECURE 
WORKPLACE

FINISH 
MORE TASKS        
EVERYDAY& &
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TOOL KIT SOLUTIONTHE

YOUR KIT. YOUR WAY.

Build the ultimate tool kit in 3 simple steps:

1. CHOOSE STORAGE

2. CHOOSE TOOL TRAYS

3. CLICK TOGETHER

PRECONFIGURED TOOL KITS
Teng Tools have put together a number of  turnkey tool kits to make the selection 
process easier. From small portable tool sets to the huge Monster Mega Master with it’s 
1,190 pieces, each predesigned kit has been developed in collaboration with professional 
users from the automotive sector and other industries.

ENDLESS    
COMBINATIONS & &160+ 

Tool 
Trays

30+ 
Storage 
Options

Never 
Lose a Tool 

Again!

Choose the storage that suits you. If  you are on 
the road a mobile storage unit may be best or if  
you have a permanent workspace perhaps a roller 
cabinet with workbench is the answer.

Each tool tray has a lid that can be easily removed. 
The trays can then be clicked together and placed 
into the storage option you have selected.

Choose the tools you need to do your daily work. 
Our range includes over 3,000 products in sets 
that fit into the Get Organised system.

TOOL STORAGE

EVA SETS - THE FUTURE OF TOOL TRAYS IS HERE!

The Teng Tools range of  tool boxes and roller cabinets has been developed to meet the high demands made by quality 
conscious professional users from all over the world.

The shape of  each tool is milled with precision into a two coloured EVA block. Each tray is colour coded. As you take a tool 
out, it’s shape is clearly visible. Sizing & description details are etched beside each tool for instant identification.

Top Box Mobile Work 
Trolley

‘Soft Close’ Roller 
CabinetStock no. TC806NF

Stock no. TR070Stock no. TCW907XAn 8 series 6 drawer top box which 
is secured by a drop front cover with 
a combination lock. It also includes 
a plastic tote tray and heavy duty 
carrying handles with rubber dipped 
grips for added comfort.

A 700mm wide work trolley with two 
shelves & a ball bearing slide drawer. 
It is supplied with two fixed & two 
swivelling castors with brakes for 
maneuverability.

A 9 series roller cabinet with 7 soft 
close drawers each with an individual 
closing mechanism and all secured 
with a combination lock. It also 
includes a heavy duty side handle 
and two fixed and two swivel 5” 
castors with brakes. It is also supplied 
with an ABS top mat with storage 
compartments and a protective mat in 
each drawer.

11 Piece Screwdriver Set

42 Piece Hex Key Set 7 Piece Metric Hex Key Set

27 Piece 1/2” Drive 
Socket Set

12 Piece Combination 
Spanner SetStock no. TED911N

Stock no. TEDHT42 Stock no. TEDHEX7

Stock no. TED1227 Stock no. TED8012Each screwdriver has TT-MV PLUS 
steel shafts. Flat, PH & PZ heads 
included.

Metric, AF & TX keys included. Also 
supplied with mini TX T-handles and 
an assorted fold up set.

2.5mm to 8mm hex keys with ball 
point heads on long key end for 30° 
angle turning.

10mm to 24mm regular and 10mm 
to 19mm deep sockets. Contains a 72 
teeth ratchet & accessories.

8mm to 19mm spanners made from 
chrome vanadium.

YOUR KIT.
YOUR WAY.

See our catalogue 
for the full range of 
storage options!

List Price: £395.00

£279.95

List Price: £1,089.00

£749.95

List Price: £490.00

£349.95

List Price: £87.90

£59.95
List Price: £163.90

£109.95
List Price: £119.90

£79.95

List Price: £104.90

£71.95
List Price: £69.90

£46.95
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TC SETS - THE ORIGINAL TRAY THAT STARTED IT ALL

PRECONFIGURED TOOL KITS

All TC sets are fitted with removable lids & dove tail joints. All sets can Click together with endless combinations and can fit into all 
the Teng Tools storage options. Build the ultimate tool kit!

Developed by leaading professionals. Prebuilt & ready for action!

7 Piece Screwdriver Set

8 Piece Ratcheting 
Combination Spanner Set

7 Piece 1000v Screwdriver Set

64 Piece Angled Ratcheting 
Bits Driver Set

4 Piece TPR Plier Set

35 Piece 1/4” & 3/8” Drive 
Bit Socket Set

13 Piece 1/2” Drive Mini 
Impact Socket Set

Stock no. TT917N

Stock no. TT6508R

Stock no. TTV907N

Stock no. TTMDRT64

Stock no. TT440-T

Stock no. TTBS35

Stock no. TTDAWM13M

Includes flat, PH & PZ head types. 
Each screwdriver is ergonomically 
designed  with bi-material handles.

8mm to 19mm ratchet spanners with 
flip reverse and 13 degree offset heads. 
Combined ring/open ended.

Approved for working up to 1,000 volts.
Includes flat, PH & PZ head types. Each 
screwdriver is ergonomically designed 
with bi-material handles.

Angled ratcheting bits driver with 7 bits.
4mm to 13mm regular 1/4” drive metric 
sockets & assorted 25mm 1/4” hex drive 
bits.

Side cutters, combination, long nose & 
water pump pliers included. Made of  
chrome vanadium with TPR grip handles.

3mm to 12mm metric hex bit sockets 
& 1/8” to 3/8” AF hex bit sockets in 
3/8” drive. Assorted accessories & 1/4” 
drive bits sockets also 
included.

Stubby 1/2” drive impact wrench with a 
max. torque of  770Nm. 
10mm to 24mm 
stubby impact sockets 
complete the set.

See our catalogue for the full 
range of tool trays available to 
build the ultimate toolkit!

140 Piece Service Kit

249 Piece EVA Tool Kit

1,055 Piece Tool Kit 546 Piece Tool Kit

417 Piece EVA Tool Kit

This 140 piece toolkit contains 1/4”, 3/8” & 1/2” drive socketry, spanners, 
pliers and screwdrivers. Also included is the TTPS09 tray set with adjustable 
wrenches, power grip pliers, utility knife, hack saw, hammers a measuring 
tape and a steel rule. This kit is supplied in the 8 series 6 drawer top box.

A complete 249 piece tool kit with all the tools laid out 
in three colour pre-cut EVA foam which clearly shows 
if  any tools are not in their correct place. Supplied in 
the Teng Tools 6 drawer top box and the 7 drawer roller 
cabinet with ball bearing slides.

A complete 417 piece tool kit with all the tools laid out 
in three colour pre-cut EVA foam which clearly shows 
if  any tools are not in their correct place. Supplied in 
the Teng Tools 6 drawer top box and the 7 drawer roller 
cabinet with ball bearing slides.

A comprehensive 1,055 piece tool kit covering just 
about every type of  regularly used technician’s tools. 
Built up using the unique Teng Tools TC tray system 
and supplied in the 8 series 6 drawer top box, 3 drawer 
middle box and 7 drawer roller cabinet. Brackets are 
included for securing the 
middle box to the roller 
cabinet and a side plate is 
also included for hanging 
tools.

A 546 piece comprehensive tool kit built up using the 
unique Teng Tools TC tray system. Supplied in the 8 
drawer roller cabinet with ball bearing slides.

Stock no. TC8140NF

Stock no. TCEMM249N

Stock no. TCMM1055N Stock no. TCMM546N

Stock no. TCEMM417N

IDEAL FOR 
ANY SERVICE 
TECHNICIAN!

COMPLETE 
TECHNICIANS 

TOOLKIT!

List Price: £43.90

List Price: £192.50

List Price: £985.00

List Price: £2,959.00 List Price: £3,795.00

List Price: £2,790.00

List Price: £6,490.00

List Price: £74.90

List Price: £60.90

List Price: £339.00

£29.95

£119.95

£599.95

£1,995.00 £2,495.00

£1,895.00
£3,295.00

£52.95
£39.95

£199.95

List Price: £42.90 List Price: £83.90

£29.95 £49.95
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car and so for a fifth consecutive season Petter will 
race with the Teng Tools logo proudly emblazoned 
across his car and race suit.

In the Speedway Grand Prix the majority of  riders 
already choose Teng Tools as their preferred supplier 
of  tools but for 2017 five riders will represent their 
countries as Teng Tools ambassadors – Tai Woffinden 
for the UK, Niels Kristen Iverson for Denmark, 
Freddie Lindgren for Sweden, Jason Doyle for 
Australia and Martin Vaculik representing the Czech 
and Poland supporters.

IMG is a world leader in sports, events, media and 
fashion, operating in more than 30 countries. The 
company represents and manages some of  the world’s 
greatest sports figures and fashion icons, stages 
hundreds of  live events and branded entertainment 
experiences annually and is one of  the largest 
independent producers and distributors of  sports 
media. 

With IMG and Teng Tools working together in 
partnership, 2017 is shaping up to be a monumental 
year.■

SPONSORSHIP

TOGETHER FOR 2017

Teng Tools and IMG have successfully worked together in 
WRX for several years now and we firmly believe that this 
new, closer partnership will help Teng Tools to build their 
brand even further in existing and new markets

For Teng Tools it is important to have close co-operation with 
drivers and mechanics. This new, wider co-operation with IMG 
will help us reach a much broader market with our message.

Over the years Teng Tools has become firmly 
established as one of  the leading suppliers of  hand tools 
to motor sport teams and competitors at all levels of  
competition – from junior karters to World Rally Cross 
Champions.

A New Partnership
2017 will see Teng Tools step up that involvement with 
a brand new partnership with IMG, the organisation 
behind the World Rally Cross and Speedway Grand Prix 
series – two of  the leading championships in the world.

Teng Tools have been appointed as the official tool 
partners to both championships – an unprecedented 
endorsement of  the Teng Tools brand and it’s reputation 
amongst some of  the top competitors in the world of  
motorsport.

Looking Ahead
In World Rally Cross, double world champion Petter 
Solberg narrowly missed out on a third world title last 
year and will be keener than ever to regain his crown.

For 2017, Petter has a brand new car with factory 
support from VW. The team are extremely keen to 
continue using Teng Tools to prepare and maintain the 

“

“
“

“
James Dale, Commercial Manager, 
IMG

Claes Nilsson, Managing Director, 
Teng Tools UK

Petter Solberg, Montalegre, 2016
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CONSTRUCTION 
ACCORDING TO TENG
A choice of twenty different spirit levels featuring light 
weight rust resistant aluminium construction together 
with crush proof UV resistant vials, with or without 
magnets ranging from 230mm torpedo levels to 2 
meter heavy duty models.

A complete range of hammers suitable for all types 
of work in carpentry, engineering and construction 
with many typically Teng features such as lightweight 
fibreglass and carbon fibre shafts, magnetic nail 
holders and hanging holes for attaching to safety fall 
arrest wires. The range also includes claw hammers, 
ball pein hammers, engineers style hammers, lump 
hammers, brick laying hammers as well as a range of 
automotive workshop hammers.

Finely ground wood chisels with impact resistant soft grip 
handles with percussion caps, available individually, in 
carrying case sets or as a wall rack set.

These are just three examples from a growing range that 
also includes glass suction lifters, fall protection safety lines 
for tools, an extensive range of clamps, ratcheting podger 
wrenches, files, plumbing tools and several sets especially 
designed for the construction trade.

The Force is strong with these ones!

Heavy Duty Aluminium Levels
These levels are constructed with a heavy duty extruding 
aluminium frame. All tubular vials are crush proof  and 
they have shock absorbing end protectors so they can 
withstand the demands of  a construction site. They 
are highly resistant to ultraviolet light and temperature 
fluctuations with temperature proof  vial mountings.

Full range of sizes available in 
lengths ranging from 400mm 
to 2000mm.

Available in sizes from 150mm to 600mm.

Quick Action lever clamps
The lever on these clamps is bottom mounted for 
quick clamping and comfort. They have an easy 
release button for quick and easy unclamping. The 
handles are made with a bi-material grip and the 
pads are made from FRP material.

4 Piece Carpenters Chisel Set
A set containing finely ground and lacquered 
coated chisels from 10mm to 20mm. Each 
chisel comes with a plastic blade cover, impact 
resistant handles and percussion caps. The set 
is supplied in a handy storage case.

Stock no. SLA1200
Length: 1200mm

Stock no. CMQ300
Clamping Capacity: 300mm

CONSTRUCTION

Stock No. WCS04S

List Price: £53.90

List Price: £47.20

£34.95

£31.95

List Price: £29.90

£21.95
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IF AT FIRST YOU 
DON’T SUCCEED, 
GET A BIGGER 
HAMMER!

Claw Hammers
Made with steel tubes and 
perforated grips. These claw 
hammers come in three sizes 
13, 16 and 20 ounce.

Carpenters Hammer
Crafted from one piece forged 
steel. This hammer is made 
with a shock absorbant grip 
and also has a hanging hole 
facility for fall arrest.
Stock No. HMCHM16

Carpenters Hammer
Crafted with a carbon fibre core 
which increases flexibility and 
bend by 25%. It also features 
a hanging hole facility for fall 
arrest.
Stock No. HMCHC16

Magnetic Claw Hammer
Round face and octagonal throat 
hammer which is made with 
a perforated rubber grip. This 
hammer also has the feature of  
a magnetic nail holder built into 
the head.
Stock No. HMCH16M

Brick Layer Hammer
Ideal for cutting, cleaning & 
setting bricks, stone or masonry. 
This brick layers hammer has a 
head diameter of  23mm and 
an overall weight of  733g.
Stock No. HMBH16

SHOCK    
ABSORBANT!

CARBON 
FIBRE

Lump Hammer
3 1/2lb lump hammer made 
with a bi-material grip handle. 
The head diameter is 43mm 
and the overall length is 
296mm.
Stock No. HMS1250

CONSTRUCTION

List Price: £49.90

List Price: £31.90

List Price: £30.90

List Price: £30.90

List Price: £43.90

£34.95

£22.95

£21.95

£21.95

£29.95

Stock no.
HMCH13A - 13oz - £16.95
HMCH16A - 16oz - £15.95
HMCH20A - 20oz - £21.95
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SPECIAL OFFERS ACCORDING TO TENG
SPECIAL OFFERS

Hobby Knife

12 Piece Ratcheting Spanner Set

4 Piece Adjustable 
Wrench Set

5 Piece Power Grip 
Pliers Set

Adjustable Wrenches

Screwdriver Set 
10 Piece

12 Piece Anti Slip 
Combination Spanner Set

Axle Stands

This knife is enclosed 
in a metal casing with a 
9mm break off  blade. It 
also has the feature of  a 
pocket clip for storage 
close to hand.

Contains 8mm to 19mm combined ring/open ended ratchet spanners. 
Features 72 teeth ratchet action for rapid tightening and loosening. 
Supplied in a handy tool roll for easy access.

6”, 8” & 10” TPR grip wrenches with 
an 8” wide jaw vinyl grip wrench. It is 
supplied in the unique Teng Tools TC 
tray.

4”, 7” & 10” round jaw and 4” & 6” long 
nose pliers included in this set. Supplied in 
the unique Teng Tools TC tray.

Flat, PH, PZ & 1,000 volt flat 
head screwdrivers included. 
These screwdrivers are 
ergonomically designed with 
bi-material handles and hanging 
hole for T drive facility. The set 
is supplied in a carrying case.

Contains 8mm to 19mm anti slip 
combination spanners. Brand new 
hip grip function where the spanner 
drives on the flank. Supplied in a 
handy fold out storage case with 
magnetic fixing.

These stands are designed for professional use 
and made from hardened & tempered carbon 
steel. There are two types available with max 
load capacity of: 1500Kg and 3000Kg.

Stock no. 710H

Stock no. 6512RSMM

Stock no. TTADJ04

Stock no. TTVG05

Stock no. TTVG05

Stock no. MD910N
Stock no. 8512A

127 Piece 1/4”, 3/8” 
& 1/2” Drive Socket 
& Tool Set
This great set includes regular & deep 1/4” 
drive sockets, 3/8” & 1/2” drive regular 
sockets, FRP ratchets, extension bars & 
universal joints, spark plug sockets, adaptors 
& screwdriver bits. This set is made more 
complete by also including combination 
spanners, ratcheting bits driver & an 
adjustable wrench. It is supplied in a plastic 
carrying case with latch lid, retractable 
handle & metal pin hinges. A great set for 
a great price!
Stock no. TM127

15 degree jaw which is great for narrow spaces. 
Graduated scale and Bi-material grip handles. 
Available in multiple sizes ranging from a jaw 
capacity of  24mm to 50mm.

Great deals available on various products.
MASSIVE SAVINGS!
On these selected items.

List Price: £329.00

List Price: £2.20

£1.35

£229.95

£79.95

£49.95

Stock no.
4002IQ - 6”  £16.75
4003IQ - 8”  £19.95
4004IQ - 10”  £25.50
4005IQ - 12”  £29.95
4006IQ - 15” £65.95

Stock no.
TJS02 - 1500Kg  £17.95
TJS03 - 3000Kg  £29.95

List Price: £106.90

List Price: £71.90

List Price: £74.90

List Price: £199.00

List Price: £104.90

£44.95

£114.95

£59.95

40%
DISCOUNT
OFF LIST PRICE

40%
DISCOUNT
OFF LIST PRICE

43%
DISCOUNT
OFF LIST PRICE
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All prices exclude VAT and are subject to availability. Specifications, descriptions, prices in this manual are 
given in good faith, but may change without notice and do not form any part of a sale contract, E&OE.

Available From:
 

If no stockist is listed here, contact:  +44 1525 711500 or +353 18612125

www.tengtools.com


